Video Editor
Viscul is looking for a full-time video editor to produce aesthetic/visual directions for select documentary and narrative projects
for our clients, from project initiation to completion of final files. Our team members take the lead on their projects, so a potential
candidate must be skilled at managing projects and timelines efficiently. We look for passionate and ambitious individuals who love
food and beverage brands as well as have five to seven years of experience with a portfolio of work that demonstrates their potential.

ARE YOU...
- passionate about video with a keen sense for characters and storytelling, concept development, organizing raw media, editing
footage and sound files, as well as managing distribution
- familiar with current trends and best practices for both content marketing and documentary film
- proficient with Adobe CS’s editing software
- multi-tasker who is able to prioritize & manage work, adhering to critical project timelines in a fast-paced environment
- extremely detail-oriented with the ability to identify & correct mistakes
- natural leader who is comfortable with a high degree of ownership & accountability
- skilled in presenting to clients & receiving feedback
- self-starter who is internally driven to make things better, exceed expectations, & actively collaborate with others

YOU WILL...
-

play an integral role in productions big and small with occasional need to attend shoots
conceptualize and storyboard on-brand solutions in order to build conversations & increase brand awareness
show a proven ability to marry strategy & implementation
communicate creative thinking to a non-creative audience; able to listen & take art direction well
conduct client meetings & presentations; provide high-touch, personable & professional customer service to our client base
perform additional responsibilities as operations may require in achieving business objectives

If this sounds like you, please email info@viscul.co with the following:
Resume
Portfolio
A Short Video - Tell us how working at Viscul will help you become the person you are striving to be?
Should we like to learn more, we will be in touch.

Benefits:
Unlimited PTO
90% Work from Home
Disability & Life Insurance
Maternity & Paternity Leave
Flexible Work Hours
AGI-Based Incentive Program
Retirement Plan
Monthly Health Insurance Stipend

